weak points and help them. It will be hard to find a man to fill his place next year.

The most unfortunate incident of the year was an accident Heckle received at the very start of the season at Trinity. This accident prevented his playing the rest of the season, with the exception of a few minutes in the Boston College game. His choice for captain next year is undoubtedly good, as he thoroughly understands the game, and has shown himself to be a faithful worker.

Nesmith played a good game in the line, especially on the defense. He was usually able to get through his man, and made several fine tackles. Jouett's playing at half was only slightly inferior to Morse's. Nolte kicked well, but his line bucking lacked dash at times. Stebbins was unfortunately hurt at Exeter, and was unable to play afterwards. In both the games he was in he played well, and would probably have developed into a first-rate quarter back next year. One of the best games played by the new men was by Chubb. Last year he broke his collar bone at the very start, but this year he played in every game and played well.

The team work this year was better, and the players showed more interest and worked harder than they have of recent years. The Freshman Class shows some good material which will be developed in the next few seasons. Allyn, Pond, Storer, and Pendell are looked on as promising men.

The outlook for next year is unusually bright; and, if the team has the support of the student body, it will undoubtedly equal, and perhaps surpass, the record made this season.

MANAGER'S REPORT.

Owing to the tardiness of some of the ticket collectors of the Cane Rush it has been im-

possible to make a complete statement of the receipts and expenditures of the Football team at this date. The following is a summarized statement up to November 22d, the date of the Cane Rush, with a close estimate of receipts on that day.

RECEIPTS.

By Treasurer M. I. T. F. B. A. $229 00
Guarantees:
Trinity 100 00
Exeter 35 00
Andover 30 00
Amherst 110 00
New Hampshire State 40 00
Tufts 15 00
Goods sold 19 79
Sale of railroad fares 35 59
Gate receipts:
W. P. I. 36 00
Boston College 52 00
1901 vs. 1902 213 25
$915 63

EXPENDITURES.

To "Gym." Lockers $7 50
Railroad fare, care, cabs, etc. 326 73
Guarantee W. P. I. 40 00
Printing 16 50
S. E. Grounds 64 50
Marking grounds 12 50
Police 26 50
Football goods 54 35
Miscellaneous goods 23 84
Doctor 3 00
Meals 26 60
Postage and telegrams 4 90
Coach 217 50
Balance 93 21
$915 63

The present amount on hand is not sufficient to cover the indebtedness of the Association. The liabilities are roughly as follows:

Coach $57 70
Football goods 70 00
Miscellaneous 31 25
Total, $158 95

There are a number of subscriptions not yet paid, and it is hoped when these are paid that the Association can meet all its debts.

The expenses in general tally closely with those of previous years. The general policy of the management has been to run the team as economically as possible, and yet put a